
To Mother Earth 

Written by Third Grade Science students 

 

My Evergreen Tree  by Dane                          

Spiky as a porcupine and 

Hard as a turtle shell 

Green as a turtle 

Brown as mud! 

 

Mother Earth acrostic  by Sylvia 

Mother to all beings 

Offers many gifts to us 

Trees are a part of her 

Helpful to everyone and all 

Energy for all 

Reads to us by making wind 

 

 

The Earth   by AnnaMary 

The Earth is alive and special.  It gives us food and a home.  It has air to breathe and 
gravity.  You can plant on it like no other planet.  But only we can make sure 
everything stays clean.  The air we breathe, the water we drink.  We can rely on the 
Earth and the Earth can rely on us.  But, without the Earth there would be no life in 
the Universe. 

Everyone is a part of her 

Are you taking good care of 
her? 

Respect her 

The world is a gift from her 

Her body is our home 



Facts about Nature   by Phoebe 

• Nature gives us things we can use 
• We give back by planting trees and plants 

• We don’t need too much Carbon Dioxide 

 

Earth acrostic   by Elias 

E- Every precious ore 

A- Always re-producing 

R- Re-creating a better atmosphere 

T- The supplier 

H- Heavenly with resources 

 

Plants are Life!    by Savannah 

Plants are life! 

We need them to breathe 

We shouldn’t cut them down for stuff we want 

So every time you see a plant 

Say thank you! 

Thank you to Mother Earth  

Because she gives us life. 

 

 

 



Earth Mother acrostic   by Helena                   

Environment                                                          

Awesome 

Rain 

Terrain 

Hanging tree 

 

Mother Earth acrostic   by Riley 

Making our life safer 

Others can help the trees 

The people can make her life good 

Having people not litter 

Everyone that is willing to plant trees 

Re-plant trees 

 

Earth acrostic   by Deja 

Energy our self 

Amazing for the Earth 

Rain giver 

Trees paper 

Human life 

 

 

Moss 

On track with everything 

Tree 

Happy 

Energetic animals 

Radiant 

Everyone can help 

Awesome 

Reviving 
Trees 

Help the planet 

	  



Mother Earth acrostic    by Yalana 

Moss 

Other living things 

Trees 

Helpful 

Everything we need 

Rain 

 

Mother Earth acrostic   by Jacob 

Move with life 

Over all life is everything 

To all be kind 

Have love for nature 

Everlasting 

Revolution 

 

World acrost ic   by George 

World brightness 

Outstanding 

Reptiles 

Love the Earth 

Delicious place 

 

Energy 

Amazing 

Reproduce 

Take care of us 

Heart 

Evolution 

Awesome 

Revive 

To live 

Has care 

	  



 

Mother Nature acrostic   by Tejas 

Makes trees 

Oxygen 

Trees 

Helps people 

Especially helpful 

Really helpful 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Natural 

All good 

Tall trees 

Uranium is bad 

Extremely helpful 

Radium is bad 

	  


